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Great series. Just finished book 2. Written well with attention to detail. The grey wolf security was

created by a green beret when he separated from the army. He needed something to do after the

military. Comrades in arms joined his group. Now we learn about each one with their own story.

Each person is wounded either physically or emotionally and it's wonderful to see how the h and h

in each story help each other find themselves again and heal and move on. The guys are hot and

the sex is sizzling. The stories are written from dual perspectives the author does a great job going

between the two that she made it seem seamless. These are stand alone book but a story thread

continues through each book. It would be better to start with the first book because there are things

that get resolved in successive books that doesn't impact the enjoyment of the characters but does

give the sense of completion. Now on to the next book!



This series was perfect for me. I love romance mixed with danger. Each book tells a story of one of

a group of friends who all work for a security company. They all have secrets from tragic pasts.

Each book keeps the other characters alive and well so you don't have to say goodbye to any of

them. I knew from book one that I wanted to get to Ash's story (book 5, of course) and I have to say,

it didn't go where I thought it would take me! Not a bad thing, just totally unexpected! Thoroughly

enjoyable series!

The characters were well thought out. You really got to know them. Each of their stories showed

how a person can go through their own personal hell and come out the other side better for it. How

family is never just about blood relation.

I wasn't sure what to expect as this is the first book I have read by this author. I'm thrilled to say how

awesome this series is. I was hooked from the start and read all the books in a matter of three days.

I couldn't seem to put it down until I was half asleep and had to rest. As soon as I had a min. I was

back to finish it. I will be checking out other books by this author.

I got this set not knowing what to expect. I am so glad I did. This series is well written. The

characters are totally believable. This may sound weird, but all the characters have flaws and work

to overcome them and do. They all end up finding love. There is suspense, romance, intrigue and

more. It is well worth the read.I warn you that is you do not like sex, do not get this set. They do

have romantic scenes that are steamy. Recommended for ages 21 and up.

Donavan was pretty good. It took me a little while to warm up to Kate but then it was ok.David's

book wasn't great mainly because Ricki was like a robot thru out the majority of the book.Joss it had

the worst of the action. The hero was weak. Ran away when bad guys were after Joss and his

daughter. His guilt over his late wife was ridiculous and the way he treated her torward the end was

stupid. Leaves her to go to the hospital by herself after she was shot a second time after saving him

and his daughter. Pathetic!Kirkland didn't read. Just couldn't do it. He's a man whore and she

looked ridiculous!!! No way!!! I just couldn't do it.Ash it was ok but after hearing about how much he

loved Alexi in the other books, I was disappointed that she wasn't the heroine in his book. I liked

Mina but felt bad that the hero was still so into his ex through out half the book.So really, for me, the

first one was the only good one. It was worth .99 cent, but glad I didn't pay more.



Awesome read. Loved the characters in each book and each book pulled all characters into it. It

was an awesome series. There was drama and love and steamy sex and pain and hurt. Bullets

flying, stalkers, bombs, never knew who was coming at you. I started the box set and read in three

days could not put it down.

This was an amazing set of stories. All the characters are broken in one way or another and have

lost people in their lives that were irreplaceable such as significant others, parents, and fallen

comrades in battle. They finally begin to make sence and find purpose in their lives as they become

an integral part of Gray Wolf Security.
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